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Students taking sides

LOHR

Delegate candidates find campaign support in youth
BY JILL YAWORSKI
STAFF WRITE*

Fulk (or delegate. Lohr for delegate.
All 100 House seals are up for
election in 2005 for the House of
Delegates. Campaigning to win the
26* District, which includes the cty
of Harrisonburg and Rockingham
County, are Democrat Lowell
Fulk and Republican Matt Lohr.
With incumbent Delegate Glenn
Weatherholtz retiring from the
General Assembly earlier this year,
candidates Fulk and Lohr are both
competing for the open seat.
The contest is a close one at this
stage and has captured the attention
of people across the Commonwealth,
even college students.
"|Lohr) does have many college students helping him out
with his campaign," said Lohr's
campaign manager Daniel Hayes
"During the summer he had students from universities across the
Commonwealth."
Hayes said students from JMU,
the University of Virginia, the
College of William & Mary, Virginia
Tech and Blue Ridge Community

College were involved in Lohr's
election campaign. As the election draws closer, JMU College
Republicans are continuing to help
the campaign, Hayes said.

College students are
a driving force in all
elections.
— Julie Daniels
junior
Chair of the JMU College Republicans
Students working on his campaign have a variety of responsibilities. From helping out with the
organization and logistics of local
parades, phone banks, literature
drops, and daily door-to-door
efforts, college students are helping
out from the campaign kick-off till
the election returns.
"The day-to-day grind of a campaign can really weigh on campaign workers, but college students
never waver," Hayes said. "|Lohr|
knows that these students will be

right there bv his side, and he truly
respects their hard work and their
commitment."
Although working for a campaign seems like a lot of work,
Hayes encourages all college students to consider being active in an
election.
"Our elected officials — and
they are ours — whether we cast a
vote for them or not, decide on too
many important issues for voters
to abstain from their privilege and
remain spectators," Hayes said.
Junior Julie Daniels, Spanish
major and chair of the [ML College
Republicans, said the club members
have been making calls and knocking on doors to idenbfy voters this
campaign season.
"College students are a driving
force in .ill elections," Daniels said.
"I feel like students only pay attention to the political scene when there
is a presidential race going on. But
these local races have just as much,
if not more, immediate impact on
them "
One of Lohr's primary town
this election is Virginia's public education system, said Daniels. Since he
is a Virginia Tech graduate and also

chaired the Rockingham County
School Board, Daniels believes he
understands the importance of public education. "This will obviously
affect us as students at a public university," said Daniels. "(LohrJ was
bom and raised in the Valley, so he
knows what issues students ,it JMU
are most concerned about."
Lowell Fulk, who also is a
lifetime resident of Rockingham
County and served on the County
School Board for eight years, Mid
college students should get involved
in campaigns because the dedakm
their elected representatives make
will affect them in the future.
However, according to Fulk,
three fourths of the votes cast in
elections are made by people ages
55 years and older. For that reason,
politicians don't like to spend money
campaigning for the youth votes.
It's a vicious cycle 1 want to
break," Fulk said. "I firmly believe
college students need to get
involved, and I am honored to have
such a tremendous show of support
from JMU so far."
JMU Young Democrats President
sff ELECTION, page 4

FOR

DELEGATE

AMY TKttBSQW senior prMotraptxr
Sign* for Mac* candMatn Matt Lohr and Lowell
Fulk grace front yards a* the election grows near.

SGA elects new senate speaker
•Y MARIA NOSAL

SGA nroKTU
The Student Senate began their meeting on Tuesday by electing a new speaker
of the senate.
After nominations and discussion,
sophomore Lee Brooks was elected the 05(ri. senate speaker. "1 am very honored to
be entrusted with this position and hope
that this year continues-to uphold the SCA
mottO111 keeping sludrntsmtotmed ot SGfft
activities,'' aophomotS Brooks said.
Members of the Executive Council each
spoke about their plans for the school year.
Senior Wesli Spencer, student body president, welcomed the Senate to a new year.
"My vision for the SGA is to make it so
the focus of the organization is outside the

organization because it seems in the past it
has been inward," Spencer said. "SGA is the
OClh organization created to serve students,
and I would like us to be more visible so
people can point an SGA person out."
Sailor < .m.i Maumne, executive treasurer
,reviewed policies on funding groups, events
and the student «i I location fund. There is currently $27,487 in the fund, which is split into
two different branches of money to be used
tor .ontin>;eiKv and pn-gram grants.
Stntoc Vlctoi i mi vice president of
student affairs, discussed Purple Out Tshirts and different items of Homecoming.
"1 would like tO carry on the basic JMU
traditions. Purple Out shirts, Mr. arui \K
Madison, the Danville Scholarship," Lim
said. 'My big plan is to work on and do the
Big Event but coincide with Bridgewater

and EMU ... 1 would like to do one big day
to promote unity."
Senior Beth Rudolph Director of government relations informed senate members of
the voter registration campaign. As in past
years, they will be having members of SGA
on campus promoting voter registration
through tables on the commons, in ISAT
and Snowker once it gets closer to election
day. Also, there is a voter registration table
set up in the SGA office, Taylor 203.
Recently, 10 students trom JMU attended a candidate forum with the three gubernatorial candidates in Richmond. These are
all actions to get students more involved in
the voting process.
The meeting ended after the senate
broke up into committees and each committee elected a chairperson.

WXJM'S new facility

EVAN DYSON/vn/w photographer
The Zlrkle House's S. Main St. location Is scheduled to be
demolished this summer.

Zirkle, Lincoln
to move to Grace
■v

MEGAN NEAL

STAFF WRFTFR

Both Zirkle and Lincoln House's current functions are planned
for relocation early spring semester as the current buildings are
scheduled for demolition this summer.
The College of Arts and Letters, along with administrators supervising the two houses, have been working with Resource Management
for a number of months to coordinate the impending move.
Currently under renovation, 131 W. Grace St. will soon contain
the former contents of both houses. Conditions are being tailored to
accommodate Zirkle and Lincoln House's specific needs. Currently
the Zirkle House serves as an art gallery and the Lincoln House is the
costume shop for the school of theater and dance.
"Instead of working in a building that was originally designed
as a family home, Zirkle House Gallery will reside in a space which
is being renovated to be a gallery," said Rick Larson, assistant vice
president for resource management.
'There will be an open gallery space with natural as well as track
lighting. There will be a separate gallery for artists and parking will
be improved,'' ..arson said. 'There will be studio space included in
the renovation which should exceed existing related space allocations; storage will be improved."
Downstairs, in the very same building, Lincoln House functions
will be enjoying a similar list of improvements, including a "closer
proximity to the Studio Center, major upgrades in functionality and
square footage," Larson said.
Senior Katie Beckman, Zirkle House gallery assistant, has bitter
sweet sentiments concerning the move.
"I'm sure it would be exciting to figure out how to work in a newspace with different lighting and a new dynamic; however, because
the Zirkle House is older, it's cozier," she said. "In it you can feel not
only the age of the house, but the university as well."
Junior Katie Fox, Zirkle House director, said, "I'll be sorry to see
the building go — it has character. But it is a bigger space and I'm
excited to see how Zirkle House will change in the upcoming year."
While Zirkle has its fill of sentimental attachment, it also nouses
asbestos.
"We have false walls put up in several of the galleries because if
we nail directly into the wall, we'll hit asbestos," said Beckman.
Exact dates and details are still tentative regarding the new and
old locations. Fox said the 131 W. Grace St. location should be completed sometime around Januarv, with shows possibly beginning in
February.
In conjunction with the recent Kyger Funeral Home purchase,
the property of the Zirkle and Lincoln houses will make ntom for the
planned Performing Arts Center.

EVAN

DYSON/W/IHW

plufnurapher

Senior Becky Martinez, WXJM programming director shows Junior Melissa Bostlan how to operate the mixer, with the
help of senior Jess Woodard, WXJM's manager at the station's new location.

Cadets work to ensure campus safety
BY SHARON

Suuir

AND KRISTIN GREEN

NSWI FWTORS

As the public focuses twi the case of missing \irginiaCommonwealth University freshman Taylor Mane Behl, which has recently
been upgraded from a missing persons case to
a criminal investigahon, some may question
tluir OWn sjfetv 00 a CSmpUR.
Whenever students have doubts about
their safety, they can call the JMU cadets to
provide an aaCDri service.
With flashlights and radios on hand,
cadets are prepared to alert the JMU Police
Department whenever there is suspicious
.l.'tlVltY

I heir primary focus is to patrol the
campus and to look tor things out of
place," Lt. Robert Landes, patml division
commander and head of trie JMU cadet

program, said. "They are an extra set of
eyes and ears for us ... they can be on top
of something in J matter i>l minutes, or
sometimes even seconds."
If students feel threatened or simply
du not feel sate walking to their destination, .i cadet CM be sent
to that particular area by catling the
dispatch center from a blue emergency
phone, Landes said Studrnts alto Can
call x869!3 or x86912 if they have concerns or simply want to be escorted to a
particular area.
The cadets have one escort van they
use to transport students to and trom their
desired location. I andes said right now the
escort van's primary focus is to monitor
activity in R-l Lot and R-2 Lot.
Since these two lots are on the outskirts
of campus, it is important to make sure

students are safe in these places, l-andes
said The escort van runs every night and
is available until 2 a.m.
Cadets also can walk with students to
ensure their safety. Landes said groups of
two cadets usually will meet with a student
and walk him or her home. On any given
night, there are at least five cadets patmlling campus. On weekends, there are usually eight cadets circling the premises of
JMU. When eight cadets are on patrol, they
are grouped in teams of two and split into
four different areas on campus.
Landes said students may be unaware
of the service, but they should be.
"I don't know if many people just don't
know about |the escort service! Of just
don't utilize it." Landes added. "It's for
everyone. We are here for your safety and
to make sure we have a secure environment here on campus."

Kelly Filter, Layout hditor
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Underage Possession of Alcohol
A JMU student was charged with underage possession ol alcohol in
Ikenberry Hall at 1 34 a.m. on Sept. 17.
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A JMU student was charged with underage possession ol alcohol in
the Godwin Hall area on Sept. 15 at 11:47 p.m.
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Underage Possession of Alcohol and
Dangerous Practices
A JMU student was charged with underage possession ol alcohol
and dangerous practices at the intersection ol South Main Street and
Grace Street on Sept. 17 at 1:32 p.m.

Art doctor

Lauren Path

Uyo* editor

Retry Fliher

Online editor

AndreyKoriak

Adviien

Alan Neckowtti

Property Damage

Roger Soenksen

A JMU employee reported $150 worth of damage to the rear lender
and bumper of a vehicle parked in the parking deck on Sept. 16 at
2:23 p.m.

Contact Us

CAROLYN WALSER/mwir j*m>fnv*rr

JMU students reported bent license plates causing $70 worth of
damage to vehicles parked in the R-1 Lot on between Sept 17 at 10
p.m. and Sept 18 at 11 a.m.

The Breeze is published Monday and Thurtday mornings and distributed throughout
James Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community Comments and
complaints should be addressed to Nathan
ChianMa. editor

Members of JMU's football team lined up on the Quad Tuesday for their team
picture on the steps of Wilson Hall.

False Identification

DUKE DAYS

A JMU student was charged with having a fake ID in Shenandoah
Hall on Sept. 18 at 9:02 p.m

Student Conservation Association
The Student Conservation Association will be visiting JMU on Monday and Tuesday. Sept.
26 and 27, to let you know about nationwide environmental internships available Come to
the information session Tuesday night. Sept 27 from 6 p.m to 7 p m in Taylor 302. It you
cant make it, stop by the SCA table by the Festival University Info desk on Monday or Tuesday from 9am to 3 p m SCA Alumna Tamara Paul will give you more information on how
to get hands-on conservation experience while giving something bach to the world.

Trespassing and Underage Possession
of Alcohol

Main Telephone:
(540) 568-6127

A non-student was charged with underage possession ol alcohol and
trespassing at Willow Hall on Sept. 18 at 1 21 a.m.

Editor:
Nathan Chiantella
(540) 568-6749
breazeoditorthotmail. com
chiantnaOjmu. edu
Advertising Department:
(540) 568-6127

Larceny

University Program Board

A JMU student reported the thelt of a red and gray "GT" mountain
bicycle, Saddleback model, serial #P8IA17210, valued at $140, from
the R-1 Lot between Sept 16 at 4 p.m. and Sept 18 at 8 p.m.

The University Program Board's record label. 80 One Records, is looking for students to
help run the label As the only student-run record label in the country, students applying
to fill the eight positions would be gaining one-ol-a-kmd resume experience There are a
variety of positions available For a list of descriptions of the positions and a downloadable
application, visit the UPB Web site at upb.lmu.edu. then click the 80 One link on the bottom
right ol the page Applications are due by 5 p.m on Friday. Sept 23 to the UPB office in
Taylui 234. For more information about 80 One Records, contact Director of Record Label
Promotions. Randi Sponenberg at sponenrm or Director of Artist and Repertoire Bryant
Qetzel at gttzelbe

Harassing Phone Calls
A JMU student reported receiving harassing cell phone calls in Chesapeake Hall Irom an unknown subject between Sept. 18 at 5 p.m.
and Sept 19 at 3 p.m.

News Desk:
(540) 568-6699
brmazmnewsOhotmail. com

Events Calendar

Possession of Marijuana

Arts and Entertainment
Desk:
(540) 568-3151
breezeartsQhotmail. com

Two JMU students were charged with the possession of marijuana in
Spotswood Hall on Sept. 17 at 6:25 p.m.

Sports Desk:

Number of drunk in public since Aug. 29:5

Correction:
There were two pieces of inconeel information in the Sept 15 issue of The Breeze in the
UREC turf article Paragraph two should have said that Dr Warner did not participate in
making the video, it was actually UREC staff and JMU students who created the video The
fourth paragraph should have read that the video was presented to Dr Warner along wrth
other supporting information from UREC Warner endorsed funding lor the new turf

Number of parking tickets since Aug 29: 2,672
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CLASSIFIEDS

MISSION

■ How to place a classified Go to
www.th0bnen.o1g and click on the
classified link or come into the office
weekdays between 8 am and 5pm
■ Cost $5 00 for the first 10 words.
S3 for each additional 10 words,
boxed classified. $10 per column Inch
■ Deadlines noon Fnday for Monday
Issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday
Issue.
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
in The Breeze office

Mailing address:

The Breeze, the student-run
newspaper ol James Madison
University, serves student and
(acuity readership by reporting
news involving the campus and
local community The Breeze
strives to be impartial and lair in
its reporting and firmly believes
in its First Amendment rights
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Stephanie Green: 1 Year Free Rent
Tiff any Nutt: 6 Months Free Rent
Ray Romano: 3 Months Free Rent

. '•
Petr-ftvwavwres by..
*'
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Now Accepting Applications
for Fall 2006!

.jit

Rent includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ethernet

*

PLUS
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Movie at court za using. {)*Mt&r

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA
,.*
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432-1001
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Visiting speaker addresses modern-day genocide
BY COLLEEN SCHOHN

ideas is infectious."

sfMORWRTTW

In his lecture, Morgan
compared the World War II
Holocaust with the 1994genocide in Rwanda. He focused
on films depicting the atrocities, specifically "Night and
Fog" (1955) and "Ghosts of
Rwanda" (2004).
"Ghosts of Rwanda" is a
PBS movie to commemorate
tne 10-year anniversary of the
Rwandan genocide.
"I will not compare
the movies," said Morgan,
"but watching 'Ghosts of
Rwanda' reminded me of
'Night and Fog.'"
According to Morgan,
"Night and Fog" was filmed
by the request of the French
government It combines orig-

A visiting professor from
Indiana University spoke
Tuesday about shame and
modern genocide.
Michael Morgan, professor of philosophy and Jewish
studies, spoke as part of JMU's
Visiting Scholar Program.
Morgan "has broad intellectual interests," said Charles
Bolyard, assistant professor of
the philosophy department.
"This makes him ideally suited
to talk to students and faculty
across the campus.
"In private conversation,
(Dr. Morgan's| enthusiasm
for learning about, teaching and discussing texts and

inal black and white footage
with then present-day footage
in color. Although the movie
is only 30 minutes. Morgan
said it is especially powerful
because it is narrated by a Holocaust survivor.
"In a similar way, 'Ghosts
of Rwanda' was so powerful
because of the first-hand accounts," he said.
He said it was important
to look at both films and realize mat atrocities such as the
ones committed m World War
D are still being committed.
"We are haunted by the
ghosts of Cambodia, Bosnia,
Rwanda and Darfur," said
Morgan. "It certainly calls attention to the words displayed
at Auschwitz: Never Again."

'Time may make forgetfulnesseasv.'' said Morgan. "And
rememhenng is a challenge."
Morgan said "atrocities an
still committed," and countries have refused to "aavpt
that what was happening |in
Rwanda| reflected what happened under Nazis."
"When it was known
genocide was occurring, everything was done to IgnOM
the problem "
Morgan said countries like
the United States have ignored
genocides.
"One cannot help but feel
shame and sympathy when
hearing about genocide,"
Morgan said. "We should feel
shame for being citizens of nations that did not prevent this."

Michael Morgan,
a visiting profes
•or of philosophy
and Jewish studies from Indiana
University, spoke
to students
Tuesday about
modem genocide.
LAURA HI 'GHKV
(ontrihutmn
photographer

Gender
bender
Sexes show
grade division
BY GESSICA HOMSANY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

MN» WB&THOfl <<>"irihuiinn photographer
Junior Christina Urso spends her time working at Sonner Hall, handing out maps, parking passes to visitors and answering IMs as JMU
ioe Info. She usually works nights, about eight hours per week.

Quick Cash
Student Work Experience
Center helps find jobs
SY COREY COCCIN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

JMU has about 3,000 student
empk>yeeN working on its campus.
I his number does not include those students who work
for the JMU Dining Services,
sin.i' those services are outsourced, said Linda R. Miller,
student employment manager
and financial aid administrator
Dining Services usually aims for
500 employees a semester.
The Student Work Experience Center, on the third floor of
Warren Hall, is a part of the Financial Aid Office. Students are
welcome to use the center's services and apply for |obs — even
if they do not qualify for financial
aid or a work-study program.
The center's Web site, fmu.
edufstuemploy, provides links for
students seeking employment
both on and off campus. To
search for jobs on the JMU campus, students should click on
"On Campus Jobs," which will
redirect them toioblink.ftnu.edu.

Once there, they can narrow
theusearchby selecting'students''
for position type. The results they
see will be all current student employment vacancies at JMU.
When most students look for
jobs around Hamsonburg, they
think of retail or restaurants, said
Denise Meadows, job location and
development cocirdinator in the
Student Work Experience Center.
"I post fobs like childcare
and very specialized jobs like
graphic design,'' she said.
With so many jobs that are
constantly changing, students
can be added to an e-mail group
that will send them e-mails
when a new employer is hiring.
To get on this list, students can
e-mail Meadows at mradowdr.
On-campus jobs are very
competitive and their postings
on the Web site receive "a large
response in a short amount of
time," said Meadow. She added
that although most jobs get a
see CASH, page 4

Choral festival to bring
musical performances
sv CARLV

UDUC

CONTRIBUTING WKOtK

Tomorrow and Saturday,
JMU will host the 5th Annual
American Choral Director's Association Choral Festival.
The festival is an opportunity for chosen high school choral ensembles to work with the
JMU Chorale.
The high schools musicians
prepare their own music to perform in the final concert. The
groups also will prepare music
that will be sung alongside the
JMU Chorale.
All group rehearsals are
led by the clinician, Patrick
Walders, director of choral
activites at JMU, and the JMU
ACDA adviser.
The event will be staffed by
the JMU chapter of the ACDA.
Used as a recruitment tool

Left, sophomore Austin
Bell works for his second semester at Bene
Pasta In Festival, working four days per week.
Above, sophomore
Chris Plourd works the
register on his second day at Lakeside
Express. He Is responsible for making food,
working the register
and distributing orders
to students.

A recent study of 1,800 college students,
commissioned by the Association of American Publishers, found that America's female
college students study more, are more likelv
to read their textbooks thoroughly and expect to graduate in less time than their male
counterparts.
According to the study, males studv onethird less than women, are more likelv to
skim through a textbook and partv more often.
Females were reported more likelv to
earn As in their courses, while males were
more likely to earn a "C" or less.
According to the Office of Institutional
Research at JMU, the median cumulative
grade point average for females in 2003 was
higher than that oi males), ihovt ing -i 3 I
MIS ■ 2.82. Although there has been .i stead)
incline over the years in the median GPA for
males, it still remains lower, than th.il of female*.
Michael Stoloff, professor and head «>l
the department of psychology, conducted .i
Itudy with his students several yean ago
Stoloff said the results showed women studied more often than men; an average of 7.7
hours as opposed to 6.2 per week. It also
found that women missed an average of 0 s1*
classes during the unit prior to the first ewin,
compared to men missing an average of 1 34
.lasses. The study found overall, women In
this sample earned higher grades on tests
than the men did.
When asked about male and female behavior in terms of class attitude and beh.n
tor, a professor from the College oi Business
said females tend to be more attentive mil
less verbal in their economics classes, while
males are more likelv to express then uuestions or opinions, yet are not as attentive
She also said the number of students i\ ho
seek help outside of the classroom seems to
be an even distribution of males and females.
However, based on her observations, she said
females usually come looking for thorough
answers and broad amounts of information.
while males usually just want an answer to
their specific question.
In general, there appears to be a slgnifl
cant difference between the attitudes and
behaviors of males and females in terms of
class behavior, which may suggest the difference in grade distribution.

by t
ultimate goal of the Festival
is for high school students to
further their musical and choral knowledge by participating in a weekend of high-level
musicianship with college
students and a well-reputed
clinician.
The high schools attending include Spotswood High
School, Harrisonburg High
School, Turner Ashby High
School,
Broadway
High
School, Guardian Angel Regional Catholic School, Martinsville High School and
Jamestown High School.
The final concert will be at
4:30 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 24
in the Festival Center Grand
Ballroom. Charge is $2 to all
non-JMU students and faculty.
Admission is. free for JMU students and faculty.

Its Merc...

The new ly redesigned 2006 VW Passat.
Take 11 test drive TODAY!
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CASH: University offers work
CASH, from page 3
hugi* respunse. some jobs an* very
BpctiaUad or undesirable (either
undesirabk* hours or duties) and
usually have (ewer applicants
Because of the competitive
|ob market on campus, there
also is a Web site to access offcampus job opportunities.
On the main student work

experience page, simply click
on "off campus" and tnere will
be a list of off-campus fob opportunities
Meadows posts a variety of
new jobs: "Today I put up an ad
for a receptionist arid last week, 1
put up one for a singing telegram
performer;" Meadows said
Although she updates the
list regularly, the majority

of )ob opportunities are not
posted on the Web site.
Miller described student
employment
opportunities
as an ongoing process, where
there will always be new
job postings, and students
"should be proactive and
pursue these jobs, eventually
something's going to pull
though."

ELECTION: Students devote
time toward local campaigns
ELECTION,/rom/w^ 1
Mike Keating is helping Fulk's 2005 election
campaign. Keating said Fulk's campaign is
the club's main concentration this fall. Earlier
in September, Keating and approximately 80
other college students from across the state
knocked on over 3,000 doors doing grass root
campaigning for Fulk.
"So many people in other countries don't
have a chance to get involved in the political
process," Keating said. "In America, we have
such a unique opportunity to get involved
and make significant differences."
Davis Walsh, Fulk's campaign manager, said
college students are crucial to this election. Fulk,
who lost to incumbent Weatherholtz two years

ago in a close race, is the underdog in the dominantly Republican 26th distnct. However, because of the help from students like Keating and
other Young Democrats, Walsh said the election
is extremely close.
"You win an election one vote at a time,"
Walsh said. "Students are the ones going
door-to-door for us and getting us those votes.
They're spreading the word."
To get involved in the campaigns for the
next State Delegate in the Virginia General
Assembly, visit Tohrfordelegate.com and lowellfulk.com.
To join other IMl
students help
elect candidates for the 2005 election,
contact
jmurepubticans@gmail.com
and
president®}mudemocrats.org.
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Charlie Wilson
Charlie Last
Name Wilson

Recent
releases from
Kanye Wesi.
Death Cab
for Cutie.
Rolling Stones
David Gray
Paul McCartney
Young Jee/y
Iron & Wine
Dar Williams,
Little Brother.
Hackensaw
Boys.
Gorilla;.
Tony Yayo
and more'

NEW 4 USED CDs • DVDs • games • NOVELTIES • VINYL • books • VIDEOS • FREE special orders
music accessories • magazines • INDIES it imports • HARD-TO-FIND MUSIC • open 7 dap!

434-9999
im-KLIMMnSTMIT
in Utter I

What A Record
Store Should Bel

wrranteaiicauitrntimu. WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
wiuuuauMe ant MCMMM ttti

Virginia Capital Semester
I

! %u$am^oxk
■I ^;?

Set a 2nd

Make the most of your spring semester!
Mtkt me most of you spring spmmN .-.

• hup //www.vcu edu/capitalsemester

nlcesting guest speakers and all the drama

• Virginia Capital Semester. School of Government

ill Vugiina willies

and Public Affairs. PO Box 842028.
-ipital city during the

. ass ■

excitement of a legislative session while continuing
your studies on a full lime basis through course work
ul Virginia Commonwealth University

and earn

a $1.1X10 internship stipend
WB

PnwnlAwn: 4TVW

For more information and application:

an exciting internship, challenging college courses,

Virginia Commonwealth Univi
Richmond Virginia 23284-2028 or
• Contact Jen Thompson. J.D at 18041828 2339
oi jlthompson2@va.edu
• Application deadline is Oct 1.2005

fjpre KK.200S

56 E. Wolfe St.

Share your space, but live on your own.

AH furnishings pictured are from Wal-Mart.

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

1

loragi

WAL-MART
ALWAYS LOW PHICES

%
Wdmortcom
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SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS

Yellow Cab V,
(540)434-2515
Radio Diapatched
Service to all ma|or airports
Wheelchair accaaalbla vahlclaa

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C, Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

Monday - Fnday 8:30-5:00

This Month's Shows:
•*
/

Trent Wagler - Sept. 22

^n0o*ZtowTp\iioCO +
95 South Main St.

nd

Shady Potato - Sept. 29

th

Textut Hold em Tu&*oay<ilNo Buy-in Necessary
Late night menu available until 2am

Harrisonburg, VA 32801

540-442-9923
Open 11am - 2am
7 days a week

Lunch buffet Mon-Fri ttam to 2pm
<SS 99 oil you can eat-it Off w/ student ID.)
Duff hour Mon-Fri 6:30 to 7:30

I Songwriters' org
6 Old Glory feature
10 - -jongg
13 Ah
17 Playground fixture
IK Ripped
19 Inland sea
21 It multiplies by
dividing
23 Islamic text
24 Columnist Bombeck
25 Mrs Zeus
26 Astronomer Carl
27 Catchall abbr
28 Party pots
30 Bandleader Hampton
32 Gusto
33 Start of a remark by
George Leonard
38 Cry of discovery
39 Pound of poetry
40 Forsler's
Howards -"
41 Film division
44 Swerves dangerously
47 - -de-lance
48 Spearheaded
51 Colorless
52 Ship's slammer
53 Salon supply
54 Pan 2 of remark
56 - du Diable
57 Lost one's tail''
59 It can be wicked
61 Writer O'Bnen
62 - Tin Tin
63 Ovcrdramatic
(hespian
64 Nichols'"- Irish
Rose"
67 Montgomery's st.
69 Pan 3 of remark
77 Humorist George
78 Pine product
79 Affliction
80 Pahndromic
Parscghian
81 Old tub
84 Rock's Fleet wood 85 Pan of a diet
88 Ferris-wheel unit
89 Pan 4 of remark
92 Time Warner panner
95 Sharpen a skill
% Location
97 Even so
98 Shack
99 Occur earlier
101 Croc's kin
102 Droop
103 Director Mira
104 Tin 105 End of remark
ll6Chianii.eg
117 Keen insight
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118 Graceland name
119-roll
l20Aboveiiall
122 Mr. Ed's mother
123 "Clinton's Ditch"
125 Buffalo Bill, foe OIK
127 Tenor Mario
128 North Carolina campus
129 Baseball's Sammy
130 Disburse
131 Nourish
132 Humorist Buchwald
133 Manuscript imperative
134 Bolger/Lahr co-star
133 Drink like a dachshund
134 Bolger/Lahr co-star

DOWN
1 Crooked
2 Arboreal animal
3 She brought out the
beast in men
4 Pcriodontists'org.
5 Kind of fudge
6 Shorthand, shortly
7 Museum piece
8 It's up your sleeve
9 Get it
10 '75 Diana Ross film
11 Stadium
12 Seraglio
13 Coll degrees
14 Bowled over
15 Sire
16 Disconcert
20 Composer Schifrin
22 Up-front money
29 Plutarch character

■

Mil

H|

■■

31 The Woman"
('84 film)
34 Nary a soul
35 It suits many
3641 Down, for one
37 Calvary inscription
41 Mr. Agnew
42 Neighbor of Nev.
43 Skater Bere/hnaya
44 Brioche bit
45 Pilch m
46 Put in stitches
47 Crafty critter
48 Top
49 Tons of time
50 Heredity letters
52 Responsibility
55 Shipshape
57 Israel's Barak
58 Place to pontificate
60 "Just -thought!"
65 Bach's "Bisl du
- mir"
66 Travelers' stops
67 Dwelling
68 Tun throwaways
70 Time to crow?
71 Monk's title72 Sum up
73 Swill connoisseur
74 Implied
75 Urania's sister
76 Not as common
81 Farm feature
82 "- gelida manina"
(Puccini ana)
83-bran
84 Encountered
86 Actress Maureen

1

H

■'

87 Fate
90 Bangkok resident
91 "Les Miserable*"
author
93 Frill
94Rcnl
% Amritsar attire
100 Gloom
101 Parsley, perhaps
102 Nap
104 Word form for
"environment"
105 Ellipse
106 Mideastem
melange
107 - fell swoop
108 June, but not July
109 Florida city
110 Colossal
commotion
111 Elevate
112 Actor Williams
113 It gels wel as
it dries
114 Absurd
115 Sweet treat
121 Inthing
124 Disintegrate
126 - -Locka. FL

online si M WH .
thebrt.. • on

L

S -W(KSE
4 Bedroom,
Phenomenal
4 Bathroom
Pool and
Fantastic Fully
Luxury
Ciroovy
Spectacular
Equipped
Apartments Gaming Area
Sunbathing
Fitness and
Including Pool
a.
Business
\f Jd andFoosball
Centers ^^
Superior
State-of-the-Art
Clubhouse

.Convenient!
Close to
Campus

1

21

540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net

r:

■.-■■

V

Days to our Jk
Leasing Kickofl!
)on't miss ou
ill for more
details!
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EQUAL HOUSING

OPINION

Molly Little, Editor
brttzeopinion® hotmail.com
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Hoi SE EDITORIAL

LOVER OF WOMEN,
CONQLERKR OF NATIONS

Non-conformist's Pledge
BY BOMY MCMAHON
$7AFf WKtTlR

Learning to be prepared for Rita
Headlines are full of Rita — perhaps more than the typical hurricane coverage of the past. This Category 5 hurricane,
whose strength is increasing in the Gulf, is headed directly for
Texas, and local governments have sprung into action.
Authorities in Louisiana and Texas are frantically working to evacuate thousands from Rita's path. The military
is redeploying ships and troops into positions to be ready
to help if needed. Bush claims that we are prepared for the
worst, and, based on the lack of preparation for Kafrina and
the tragic aftermath, it's good that we learned our lesson.
Not only are they evacuating Galveston, Texas, where
the eye of the storm is projected to hit early Saturday morning, but all re-entry into New Orleans was stopped and
evacuation was re-ordered. The evacuation of Houston has
also been ordered.
Rita is not predicted to hit New Orleans, but should pass
slightly to the left of it. However, the evacuation of the city,
based on its current condition, is more than necessary.
While the weather is unpredictable and the path of the
hurricane can only be guessed, we are finally taking the
extra precautions that were missed when Katnna hit.

Rick Perry, governor of Texas, declared a state of emergency on Tuesday — four days before Rita is projected
to hit — and evacuations began immediately. Mandatory
evacuations have been ordered for all nursing home and
assisted living residents. In contrast, Kathleen Blanco, governor of Louisiana, began evacuations the day before Katrina hit land.
Thankfully, we are learning from our mistakes and
hopefully the past will not be repeated. The tragedy of Katrina is, of course, something everyone wishes could have
been avoided or prevented. But, unfortunate as it is, there is
nothing we can do to change what happened, only do what
we can do to help and prevent it from happening again.
The increased coverage, earlier evacuations and advanced
military preparation demonstrates our nation's ability to
learn from our mistakes. At the very least, this good can
come out of Katrina's destruction.
As the death toll for Kalrina surpasses the thousand
mark, the nation prepares for a second onslaught in the
form of Rita — and hopefully this time we are ready for
the worst.

America, once a bastion of
self-reliance and individuality, has become a society more
inclined to conform to the
norm rather than be true to
oneself. Yet, a strong riptide of
non-conformity flows through
the ocean of American culture,
pulling unsuspecting swimmers away from the shores of
convention and into the boating lanes of free expression.
Embrace individuality and
join me in reciting the "NonConformist's Pledge," which
will forever free you from the
demands of the nerd. If you
are outside, stand up and provide a full-throated affirmation of this creed. If you are
indoors, run to your window
and yell these solemn words
at the top of your lungs:
"I (state your name) am
a non-conformist, and I am
proud of it. I refuse to accept what the establishment
says is popular or right and
I will fight to keep the man's
values off me. I pity all those
thoughtless sheep who do exactly what television, Britney
Spears and Abercrombie and
Fitch tells them to do, and I
loathe all those who are not
strong enough to reject society
and live life on the fringe.
"I will express my rejection of societal norms through
my choice in clothing. My Tshirts will stand above the rest
as unique and clever, and my
hooded sweatshirts will be so
black, the color on the tag will
read 'none more black.' My
jackets and backpacks will be
adorned with buttons that I
have found particularly humorous and hip, and they will
remain in their places until
such time that I deem them
un-humorous and un-hip. My
Chuck Taylors will be dirty,
my Pumas will be at least three
different colors and my outfit
will entirely be the by-product
of a day at Hot Topic with a
platinum Visa card."
I need more volume from
you. Speak louder. "My taste
in films will also reflect my
abhorrence of the status quo.
I will never speak the word

'movies' again, choosing instead to say 'films' or 'works
of cinema.' I will only screen
films with directors whose
names I cannot pronounce,
especially those made before
color or sound. I will state
boldly that 'Magnolia' is an
epic and visionary film, rebuking all those who see it
as a three-hour waste of time
with a horrendous Deus Ex
Machina at its conclusion. I
will use terms like Deus Ex
Machina to separate myself
as an appreciator of film from
those mindless drones that enjoy 'Anchorman.'
I cannot hear you shouting. Louder, please. "I promise never to listen to music
that is popular or played on
the radio. I will only listen to
recordings that have little notoriety, regardless of quality,
and will put down others for
not being a discriminating appreciator of music. The white
ear buds of my iPod will indicate both my superior musical
taste and warn the conformists 1 pass that I have no need
to speak with them. I will immediately spurn my favorite
band if and when they achieve
success, labeling them as 'sellouts' or 'corporate rock,' and
will reminisce with my friends
about the 'indie' days when
the band toured in a beat-up
Delta 88 and sold plasma for
gas money. Just to prove how
non-conformist I am, however, I will break from the other
non-conformists and own at
least one N'Sync or Justin
Timberlake record."
We are rounding the final
turn, so really belt it out: "My
life will be a pillar of nonconformity, and I will stand like a
rampart against the onslaught
of societal norms and pressures. I will be enigmatic and
edgy, my tastes esoteric and
exotic, and my friends and I
will scoff at those who could
never dream of living our nonconformist lives! I promise to
be different! I promise to be
unique! I promise not to repeat
things that other people say!"
Bobby McMahon is a senior
political science major, and thinks
he's undoubtedly more non-conformist than any of you.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
JMU needs to be involved in community

t-maU darts and pats to trrt7fdp<<*tu*mailfom.
Darts A Pats an? submitted arum\mousl\ and pruned on a space-availabU basis Subrmssions are bated upon one person's opinion ofa gnen
situation, person or exenl and do not necessarily reflect the truth
A "why-can't-hospital-staff-cuunt?" dart hi the doctor at
the Rockingham Memonal Hospital tor not being able to use
all his ringers to count that he put five stitches in me, not four.
From a senior that hope* he never has to go back to the ER
here again.
A "way-to-be-amazmgly-generous" pat to the girl
standing behind my friend and me at Green's thai offered
to put my friend's meal on her Dining Dollars when I
didn't have enough.
From a senior girl who appreciates some good old-fashioned
kindness from a fellow JMU lady.
A "you-really-do-know-how-to-declare-war" pat to
the two guys who sneakily stole my room key and broke
in to rearrange everything while ditching me in D-hall
alone with a Mexican pineapple soda.
From the girl ivho realizes you can't spell slaughter without laughter
A "someone-finally-figured-it-out" pat to the two motorcycles parked in the same parking space in the ISAT lot.
From afour-door-sedan-ownmg senior who is tired of driving to that one empty space on the row, only to see a four-footvehicle already inside.
A "should-we-put-you-in-juvy-or-jail?" dart to the
person who stole my little black grill from beside my car
while it was cooling off during the game Saturday night.
From a senior girl who was just trying to have a good time
tailgating and tlwught }MU was better than petty crime.
A "nice-exhibibon-of-self-control" pat to the hot girl
at the pool on Sunday afternoon for not indulging in her
deepest sexual fantasies.
From the guy in the Speedo, who was impressed that you
were ladylike enough not to act on your urges.
A''what-di v vou-have-against-Garfterd^ dart to the house
who left a dead cat rotting in their front yard for a week.
From two junior girls who love animals and almost lost
their lunch every time they walked by your house.
A "would-you-look-at-the-butt-on-that" pat to a member of the football team.
From a senior girl who saw you getting your picture taken
on the Quad and has a new love for tight football pants.

1 find it a tragedy that more JMU students
do not utilize what downtown Harrisonburg
has to offer them. Yes, it is true that we do
not live in a booming metropolis with streets
devoted to nightclubs and squares designed
for full-scale concerts, but we do, in fact, live
in a place that has a histonc downtown with
a lot of non-chain stores and restaurants.
These are disappearing from the American
landscape and are being replaced by replicated strip malls complete with a Hair Cuttery, a grocery store, and your local Chinese
restaurant. We are lucky enough to have one
in walking distance.
This Saturday night is a perfect time to
go and discover what downtown has to offer. The Harrisonburg Renaissance committee, a coalition of local business owners, is
hosting "Block Party in the 'Burg." The University Program Board is helping them put
this together. As Director of Issues and Cultural Awareness for UPB, I supported this
proposal because I feel having programs
downtown is a great way for JMU students
to experience the culture thai is found in
America's historic downtowns. This also
goes to support one of UPB's year-long
goals of having more community interactions in our programs. This is a theme thai
will not go unmissed in the programs that
you will see come out of the board this year.
I encourage you all to venture down to the
Block Party in Court Square this Saturday
and experience what Harnsonburg has to
offer you. This event is another example of
the many events that are offered on campus
as well as in the community. Your program
board wants you to be able to attend and
enjoy as many exciting and enlightening
events as possible, both on campus and in
the community.
Megan Bucknum, senior
political science/geography major
Director of Issues and Cultural Awareness

SCA justified in denying funding
A letter to the editor of The Breeze that ran in
the Sept. 19 issue ("Underdog deserves funding") wants for accuracy. The author failed to
mention that the Underdog Books debate is
two years old and involved a bill in the Student Senate. The bill was never heard because
it related to contractual obligations between a
for-profit business and James Madison University. We also didn't like the idea of a FLEX machine operating out of someone's living room
or the propnetors' ornery tone when pressed
for additional information.
The author also erred in saying the SCA
"shot down" a proposal cutting textbook
prices. The proposal was the Textbook Mar1

ket Fairness Act and reflected procedures bv
which the JMU Bookstore already operated.
While in Richmond, the SGA lobbied on the
gun policy, against charter schools, for the purchase of Rockingham Memorial Hospital and
for increased financial aid.
These two points are as moot as the remaining complaints as Einstein Bagels is both delicious and a matter for ARAMARK, and ISAT
parking is useful to thousands of students.
We find it sad that the author's school spirit was highest over shirts glorifying a culture
of drinking. That's not what JMU is about and
the Senate resolution reflected that (though the
author has yet to grace us with her minority
opinion at Student Senate meetings).
In the future, we ask that our actual record
be considered, lest these pages again be darkened by inanity that lingers like a bad hangover.

ever, your five lady friends made it in with no
trouble. Still wondering why three years later?
It's because you're a liability. Girls don't cause
fights, random guys do — and our insurance
policy requires us to have your name on that

list.

Or maybe you think we buy our friends because we pay dues, but what you fail to realize
is that over naif of that money goes to our National Insurance — which covers your drunken girlfriend if she falls down a flight of stairs.
The other half goes to funding a good time, all
the time. Ever been a part of a labor union?
They pay an initiation tee and a monthly fee,
just like fraternities, and members receive benefits for being a part of it just like fraternity
members do.
Perhaps you think daddy's deep pockets
get us through the year ... Keep dreaming.
You think our parents pay for our matching Tshirts, pig roasts and brotherhood events? No.
Geary Cox, senior We sweat for our money during the summer,
English / political science major then juggle jobs with homework, just like you
Director of Communions for the SGA do. We're janitors, burger flippers and construction workers. JP Morgan doesn't have a
UPB needs to step it up
job waiting for all of us come May; we have
to use the academic-career center to find a job,
UPB has the potential to be one of the best just like you do.
things that ever happened to JMU. It brings
I'm not sure if you've noticed that we're
us movies, concerts and other vanous forms required to do 33 hours of community service
of entertainment but UPB provides this enter- (per member) or that we raise money for phitainment in such a haphazard way that I end lanthropies twice a year. And I'm not sure now
up too frustrated to enjoy the performance I much of either you have done, but I do know
was supposed to see. The UPB calendar says a that it/a easier for you to criticize our John
movie starts at 9:30 p.m., but they won't start Deere letters, boat shoes and Uttered hats than
selling tickets until that time. Wny? Change it is to give us credit for the good work we do
the show times or start selling tickets earlier.
for this community.
I waited in line three hours last week to buy
concert tickets. Vie Breeze said the line began at
Kevin Smallwood, junior
7 p.m., yet UPB didn't stop people from lining
English major
up at 6 p.m. Someone at UPB drew chalk lines
on the commons to indicate the ticket lines, but
no one could see those lines after dark and no
one from UPB was out in the crowd trying to
Editorial policies
control the lines. A UPB rep used a microphone
that didn't work to give the crowd instructions.
Responses to all articles and opinions
I was one of the first 20 people there and one of
published in The Breeze are welcome and
the last 20 to get my tickets.
encouraged. Letters should be no longer than
Knowing The Format was opening at last
2 50 words, must include a phone number
year's spring concert, I got inside the Convofor verification and can be e-mailed to
cation Center and into my seat 15 minutes bebreezeopinkDn<Shotmail com or mailed to MSC
fore the advertised show time. When the show
6805 Gl, Anthony-Seeger Hall, HarrisonburR.
did start, I learned The Format had gone on an
VA 22807. The Breeze reserves the nght to edit
hour before. Why didn't UPB advertise this?
all submissions for length or grammatical style.
Could someone organized and intelligent
take control of UPB and rum it into an organiThe house editorial reflects the opinion ol the edtonai
zation we can all be proud of?
board as a whole, and is not necessarify the opinion
Owen Highfill, senior
English major
Think again before criticizing
Maybe you hate my fraternity because
you once stood in line with five girls from
your dorm to get into our basement, only to
find that your name wasn't on the list. How-

ol any indendual stall member of The Breeze
Editorial Board:
Nathan ( hianteila. editor in chief

Alex Sirney. managing editor
Molly Uttk>. opinion editor
The opinions m this section do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of tne newspaper. thi$ naff, or
fames Madison University
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THE WRITING ON THE WALL

Clinton can't keep his mouth shut again
BY BRIAN GOODMAN
Br
WKTTER
SENIOR WRTTER

Somehow, it is still considered news
when Bill Clinton demonstrates his lack
of moral scruples. You'd think we would
have figured that one out by now.
Clinton, who had been touring with
the first President Bush to raise money for
hurricane relief, apparently decided to go
the more political route, harshly criticizing the second President Bush during an
interview on ABCs 'This Week." In his
loveaWe hick twang, he lambasted the
Bush administration for everything from
Louisiana to Iraq, while simultaneously
touting his own track record.
It was surprising to see Ginton turn
away from one Busn to rip into another — except to Mrs. Clinton, who has
grown quite accustomed to it.
His statements were surprising in
their irrelevance. There is a difference
between constructive criticism and
Monday-morning quart erbadung; Clinton proved himself so good at the latter
that the Redskins would have drafted
him but for the safety of their cheerleaders. After seeing his marriage, I do not
contest his qualifications as an expert
on natural disasters, but his comments
would have been more helpful during
his time as president, or at least two
months before the hurricane, rather than
two weeks afterwards.

His
HIS statements were also surprising
in their narcissism. Granted, there are
arc
not many now, outside of college professors and Sean Perm, who sit around
singing his praises in full chorus. But
that does not give him the nght to talk at
length on national television about howgreat the country was under him. The
man seemed poised to take credit for the
weather patterns under his eight years
in office. Clinton was selling himself
more than a call girl — and he knows
call girls.
But his statements were most surpnsing because they were said at all. In
so vociferously disparaging the current
President the former president in all effect urinated on a long-standing tradition
in presidential politics of refusing to comment negatively on their successors.
The role of former president carries
much deference with it. To that end.
there is an unwritten rule in presidential
politics that a former president will remain mum on the performance of a current president; the custom traces back to
the days when politicians at least pretended to have dignity. To have former
presidents using their stature to launch
loaded political attacks on the current
occupants of the Oval Office like the
rest of the uneducated, un-presidential
masses would just not be proper.
Bill Clinton is known for a lot of
things, but as Paula Jones will tell you.

proper behavior is not one of them. It
should then be foreseeable that a president whose most celebrated stature involves the knees would be incapable of
tastefully partaking in such a practice as
"deferential silence."
It is worth noting that the only
other Democrat we've allowed in the
White House in the last 35 years, Jimmy "Whoopsy-Daisy" Carter, also has
a problem with keeping his wrinkled
mouth shut. I'm seeing a pattern here.
Carter, however, was a lame duck
president two weeks before he was inaugurated. Being remembered only for
the gas crisis and Iranian hostage catastrophe removes your right to complain
when your groceries aren't doublebagged, let alone how the country is
run. Politically, Ronald Reagan is more
influential dead than Carter is alive.
Slick Willie, on the other hand, is the
only male in Democratic Party leadership without a facelift, a flask, a white
sheet with eye holes or anger management problems. His influence among the
party is great, and is sail being worked
to his own ends: getting back into the
White House. It's a crying shame that
a man who worked so hard against the
prestige of the White House while president is still willing to do the same when
running for first lady.
Brian Goodman is a junior communications major.

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$5 OFF
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Bnng In this coupon and get %S °° off your next oil change al your nearest participating Jiffy Lube *
Come In every 3.000 miee tor a July Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
nils coupon Is only nKteamaOM at trie Jiffy Lube at HID Eait Martial St. Harriaonburn. VA

Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change

1

No appomtmanl necessary

1

FREE lop off on your way nomei

1

$29.99
leSS $5.00 (withJACcird)

National dalaOasa kmapa a
htttory of your Jfly Lubm aarvicm

$24.99
Not vs*d *efi off** offers jiffy Lube and Jiffy Lube Senators
Service* ere ra&mml trademarks of Jiffy Lube InfjerneBonel. kK
C2004 SOPUS Product! Al nght* riwrvM

J*

1870 East Market Street
across from Valley Mall
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

PENNZOII

(540) 433-8599

The Well-oiled Machine'

Not lust oH. Pamzsi:

RT's
Chicken

Gri

***Breakfast Special***
Egg £r Cheese
on a Bagel or Biscuit

ONLY $0.99111
Served ALL day Saturday and Sunday
Add Bacon, Ham, or Sausage for $1 more
Monday - Friday 7am 8pm
Saturday 9am-8pm • Sunday Ham 4pm
439-0080
120 University Blvd. (Up from Regal Cinemas)

South
Main St.
540-434-4014

<BuU&r
tPecjan

j^fjb W* Tt»

Downtown:
540-434-6980

Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58 E. Wolfe St. & 2425 S. Main St., Harrisonburg

A&E

Caite While. Editor
Hali CUM, Assistant Editor
brtrzrarts@hotmail x'om

arts cv entertainment
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Celebration!

Downtown to play
host to students,
f\ community
■V FAREINE SlMREZ
CONTRIBUTING WRTTER

t'i

This Saturday, downtown Harnsonburg
will come alive with the city's party of the
year.
Sometimes students (eel confined to the
boundaries of JMU's campus. This weekend's downtown block party — sponsored
by Harrisonburg Downtown Renaissance
— will give everyone a chance to explore
different aspects of the city, as well as meet
students from neighboring colleges and universities. Tours will be given throughout the
day, showcasing Harrisonburg's finest restaurants, shops, entertainment venues and
nightlife hot spots.
"We feel that students aren't aware of the
opportunities available for them in Harrisonburg," says JMU senior Susan Fessenden, cochin- of the Block Party. 'Through this free
event, we hope that students will become
more aware of the shopping and entertainment venues downtown
Students that go on the tour will receive
a complimentary T-shirt and will be entered
in a raffle to win free airline tickets. They
can also win other prizes by participating in
various competitions, which include an ice
cream-eating contest sponsored by Kline's
Dairy Bar, shopping cart and scooter relay
races and a water balloon toss. Other events
include a dunk tank and competitions between the city's Greek and sport communities.
If competition isn't your thing, have no
worries — Harrisonburg Downtown Renaissance will be hosting a series of free musical
performances to entertain the students of
Harnsonburg. Artists include the band Shapiro and JMU's own Ross Copperman ('05)
and junior Nathaniel Baker. The three artists will present a variety of sounds that will
touch the fans of different genres. Whether
you like rock, pop, country, jazz or even hiphop, these guys will give you something to
sing.
After the performances, feel free to stick
around to enjoy free pizza and drinks. You
will also be able to watch demonstrations
from young poets and artists, take free knitting lessons, or enjoy the break-dancing
scene, courtesy of JMU's Breakdancing Club.
The Block Party will even feature sumo wrestling for anyone interested in trying it out.
After dinner, there will he a showing of the
classic teen film, "Dazed and Confused," at
the Court Square Theater.
Students who bring their JAC Card will
be able to receive discounts from local shops
and restaurants.
"We want the students to feel welcome
in Harrisonburg, as if it's their home away
from home," says Jamie Marsh, public relations manager for Harrisonburg Downtown
Ki-n.ussance.
The Block Party in the 'Burg will begin
Saturday, Sept. 24 at 3 p.m. and will continue
into the evening If you're looking for some
fun this weekend, don't hesitate to run on
over to Court Square on South Main Street
•or this exciting event. It's sure to bring university students from all over Harrisonburg
together, representing a true college town
experience.
For directions to the event, visit downtownharrisonburx.org and click on "Directions
and Parking."

Dayton's Thomas House
serves southern yummies
»Y MATTHEW STOSS
SENIOR WUrrElt

TOP: Bridget Long, a Dayton resident, has worked at the Thomas House for four years.
BOTTOM: A sign outside the historic home that contains the restaurant depict* a
scene typically viewed In Dayton — people riding In a horse-and-buggy.

Tired of the usual culinary options offered by dining halls and the mass of corporate-owned chain restaurants that pockmark JMU and the immediate area
surrounding campus? Then get out of town and go
somewhere else — like Dayton.
Dayton is about five miles south of campus down
High Street toward Bridgewater. While you're there,
eat something that isn't delivered or re-heated in a
fryer by a student making minimum wage.
That something is served at the Thomas House
Restaurant.
Opened in 1942 as a bakery by Lottie Thomas, today it serves home cooking that you can order off dryerase boards strategically placed at the corners of the
restaurant.
You might have to look to find it, but it's worth
it. Located between 42 (South High Street) and Main
Street, the Thomas House specializes in chicken and
ham dishes, and more side dishes than you can shake
the proverbial stick at.
"There are lots of foods here that I didn't even
know existed," said waitress Bridget Long of Dayton,
who has worked at the Thomas House for four years.
"I didn't know things like three-bean salad and all
these different recipes were in existence."
And three-bean isn't the only obscure salad the
Thomas House lists in blue dry-erase marker. It also
boasts broc-caulif salad as well as lettuce salad. The
Thomas House also has more traditional sides, such as
mashed potatoes, baked apples, macaroni and cheese,
applesauce and green beans — all of which are spectacular — especially the green beans.
"(I've been eating here] since 1 was a little kid,"
said patron Joy McCann, who lives in Bridgewater.
"So I've been eating here for 35 or 40 years. It used
to have a grill and my brother had a summer job here
making donuts."
As for main courses, The Thomas House has everything from ham to oysters, with baked chicken and
fried chicken in the middle and, depending on the
specials, ribs, barbecue and shrimp.
And the tab for two? About $15 or less, depending on the order. All entrees are served with two sides.
The baked chicken meal costs $5.50 and all meals come
with a choice of white bread, wheat bread or cornbread
which might be the best in the area.
The service is also stupendous. They are so quick
and polite, you can be out the door in 30 minutes or
less during lunchtime, as the sit-down style is replaced
by cafeteria dining.
The building itself has been standing since before
the Civil War. Thomas bought it in 1942 and made it a
whole-wheat-bread bakeshop before opening the upstairs to boarders. The current owner, Charles Pennybacker, bought the restaurant in 1994 from Thomas's
grandson and has owned it ever since.

REVIEW
Special features on 'Longest Yard' DVD hilarious

L 'Idee

Audience can enjoy behind-the-scenes moments with Sandier, Rock
■v

LISA RONEY

CONTRIBUTING WRITLR

Thank you, Adam Sandier,
for going back to your old ways.
After attempting dr.im.is liki>
"Punch Drunk Love" and "Spanglish," Sandier has finally revisited the character he plays best
— a drunken dcadbeat"J he Longest Yard" DVD has
some of the best special features
I've ever encountered, because it
takes generic features and turns
them into entertaining specials.
For example, the features are
given creative names; the movie's making-of teaturette is titled
"First Down and h\ent\-liv.> to
Life," the blooper reel is "Fumbles and Blunders," and the football choreography featurette is
"Lights, Camera, Touchdown!"
"First I\>wn and Twenty-Five
to I lie' is | IS-miniiti' special
that goes behind the scenes of
the general making of the movie.
Cast and crewmembers discuss
the prison they filmed in and
the troubles that surfaced when
they discovered they were filming during mons4H>n season. It
also shows the closeness among
everyone involved. "Fumbles
and Blunders" is a 2 to 3 minute
blooper reel. There's nothing to
get too excited about, because
there are no gag?, and it is just line
screw-ups, but ( hns Rock's comments and Sandier'* contagious
laugh make it worth watching.
"Lights, Camera, touchdown!" is a five-minute featurette

that shows the harder-than-expected process of choreographing
a football game for film. Director
Peter Segal explains all hits were
genuine,and NFLphotographers
were brought in to give advice on
how to shoot the sequences.
"Extra Points" is the ultimate
special feature for video production nni|ors
Segal comments on certain
scenes thai were shot using visual effects He shows how they
were shot and then how they
were glonfied to make the final
cut. The scene* are nice, brief and
I'xtrrnn'k mhrvsting to anyone
who ha* an interest in learning
how visual effects are created.
The deleted scenes on this
I >\ I) are definitely worth taking
a look at. They are all hilarious
(take a look at "Broken Nose"
to see some of Rock's best unprov). Nellys music video
"Errtime" is also featured, but it
looks like all of his other videos,
with clips from the movie flashing across the screen every now
and then. I he sung, however,
has nothing to do with football
or the movie.
"HereC omes the Boom" is an
entert.lining montage that simply
features clips from the movie that
involve football practice, games,
fights tnd stunts, encased in a
soundtrack spotlighting P.O.D.'s
"Boom."
'The Care and Feeding of
Pro-Athletes is .m extremely
entertaining linik at the exhaust
ing work that went into nounsh-

*

ing the athletes during the hot,
long days on set. It shows the
appreciation the athletes felt for
the cooks who served them every food imaginable (lobsters to
candy bars to fish were available
at all times).
The movie itself, about a
prison football game, showcases
the guard* against the prisoners
with Sandier (who plays an exfootball star who find* himself
locked up after committing a
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&
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few felonies), coaching the prisoners, is a riot that will have you
laughing till it hurts. Alongside
Sandier is Rock ("Madagascar"), rapper Nelly, Burt Reynolds (The Duke* of Hazzard">,
and a handful of professional
football players who prove
themselves to be good comedic
actors. This DVD i* a must-see
for anyone who loves Adam
Sandier, football, comedy, or all
of the above.

Complete Office Gynecology
• birth (ontrol planning & morning alter

Hrj.

•pap smear evaluation & treatments
• complete gynecological exams
•STD testing

Other Services
• spa products
•

.K

no treatments

• laser hair reduction

mineral make-up by colorescience •
weight loss/cellulite control •
skin disorder treatments •

Call for a Tee-Time($4o) 434-8937

Show Your Student II). and
Retrieve a 20% Discount on Green Fees Monday-Friday.
Throughout the School Year!
Lakcview (iolf Course
4101 Shcn Lake DftW
Harrisonburg, Va 22801

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"
Call (540) 437-1296

Fax; ((40) 4H 1110
Davegoodc nBolr9aol.com

1992 Medical Avenue, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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WHAT'S MM' ON, JOHN?
Here's what's happenin' in the 'Burg this weekend... Check out the map!
THURSDAY, SEPT. 22
Live Music at The Artful Dodger: 47 West Court Square (A on map)
Michael Mulvaney performing at Dave's Downtown Taverna: 121 S. Main St. (F)
Jimmy O performing at Finnigan's Cove: 30 West Water St. (D)
Karaoke and Lloyd Doppler Effect performing at The Pub: 1950 Deyerle Ave. (E)
Creative Writing Evening at Cups To Go — no charge, open to the public, all
ages welcome: 1350 Peach Grove (B)
Gold Crown Billiards 8-Ball Tournament starting at 7:30 p.m.: 92 Chestnut
Ridge Drive (C)
FRIDAY, SEPT. 23
Brian and Terry Turtle performing at Cups To Go
fc/f
Latino Night at La Hacienda: 2455 S. Main Si. (I)
ARJ W,
College Night at The Pupuseria hosted by DJ Hypnotiq - bring your JAC
TJ tf
Card to get in free. Specials from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.: 2241 S. Main St. (H)
Mia Jones and No Luv performing at The Pub

10 Things You May Not Have Known About

Caribbean Tan
ICver 25 beds at each location.
so you rarely have to wait.

Nickels and Weiner lmprov Comedy Show at Court Square Theater starting
at 8 p.m. Cost: $10: 61 Graham St. (G)

3 All single sessions half price before noon
in the Basic, Super and Cyber beds.
4 Monthly specials offered year-round.
so you are always guaranteed the best value possible.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 24
Blues sensation Eli Cook performing atCups To Go from 8 to 11:30 p.m.
Prices are $7/person, $10/couple, $15/family
Greg Ward Project performing at Dave's Downtown Taverna
Leon Milmore performing at Finnigan's Cove
Latino Night at La Hacienda
Latin Girls Party Night at The Pupuseria - 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
L.E.D. performing at The Pub

Whether you're a begrmer or an experienced tanner, we have the bed for you
with a wide variety of strengths in Base, Super, Cyber and Turbo beds.
6 ILocations all over Virginia including Roanoke, Charlottesville. Blacksburg,
Radford
and Lexington, so you can sMI tan while visiting friends at other schools
I
7Open long hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
Saturday 10a.m,8 p.m. and Sunday 12 p.m,8 p.m

Shenandoah Caverns Savor the Valley Wine, Food and Crafts Festival from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Shenandoah Caverns: 1-81 to Exit 269. Turn right onto
VA-730 and follow the signs

so you don't have to worry about losing your tans.
Only salon in the area to offer the Leg Tanner,
typicaly the most difficult part of your body to tan.

9:

SUNDAY, SEPT. 25
Open DJ at The Artful Dodger
International Night at La Hacienda

®

Located within walking distance ot campus or just ride
the Shopper bus and get dropped off/picked up at the door

10

Shenandoah Caverns Savor the Valley Wine, Food and Crafts Festival from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Shenandoah Caverns

For more information on these events, please
contact these local businesses:

Consistently voted Harrisonburg's #1 tanning salon
by JMU students year after year.

Food Lion Shopping Center 433-9989

Harnsonburg Crossing Shopping Center 438*9989

celebrating 20 years of life Ac love in |esus

The Artful Dodger: (540) 432-1179
'Dave's Downtown Taverna: (540) 564-1487
'Finnigan's Cove: (540) 433-9874
The Pub: (540) 432-0610
■Cups To Go: (540) 746-0500
'Gold Crcrwn Billiards: (540) 434-9888
'Court Square Theater Box Office: (540) 433-9189
'La Hacienda: (540) 442-6033
'Pupuseria Salvadorena: (540) 432-6262
'Shenandoah Caverns, Inc.: (540)477-3115

covenant church
540-433-9244

www.gcch.org
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$100 CASH

»T. 25 - OCT. 2, 2005

Join JMU's Office of
International Programs and
Dining Services as we
celebrate International Week.

The Block Party in the 'Burg
James Mc Hone Jewelry will be raffling away
$100 Cash during the concert!

Expand your horizons by
trying a different
* international dish each day at +
Accents in D-Hall.

JAMES UCHONE
antique
jewelry
—-——•-• m^

......"-^.jW-jfj-V.-: BVW^Kv'ii

Taste of Africa
► Performance ST. Fashion Show ^

► Friday, Sept. 30 at 5:30pm in the •*' To enter, come visit us at
James McHone Jewelry
Grand Ballroom of the Festival
between 12-5 p.m. to gel
Student and Conference Center.
Tickets for Taste of Africa are
on sale now through Thursday,
Sept. 29 at Madison Grill.

^
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your FREE raffle ticket.
The drawing will be held
right before
Ross Copperman goes on.
Must be present to win.
For Complete (Innii^i Itnlefl and nirthei mlurmiition about
\\if BllN'k. I',ll<\ HI tin-

I ill I;: < 11 ■ ■■ I. ■ ■

i i. i. ■ |. ; ■■ ■ ■ ,

Mallhew Stoss. Editor

SPORTS

Meagan Mihalko. Assisianl Editor
breezesports®holmaiUom
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Flying across the country midweek, missing numerous rlsMCI
and pl.mng nationally ranked
opponents can be very tiring on
both the mind and body. However, it is something the JMU men's
team is willing to prove
the\ CU1 do and do well.

"With all the traveling, the
guys are getting tired, but this
is when we need to raise the bar
and be more demanding of ourselves." coach Tom Martin said.
His words ring true in the ears
of his players as they must maintain focus going into their fifth
consecutive road game tonight
at Howard UnJvmlhf in Washington, D.C . alter |iisl returning
from a tournament in New Mexico this past weekend. Although
the Dukes (3-2-1) defeated Howard last year 4-0 and the Bison
comes into the game with a losing record, the team is noted for
its talented individuals and ath-

letic play.
"We can't take any team lightly," sophomore midfielder Tristan
Murray said. "We have to approach each game with a hunger
like we have something to
prove — because we do."
Battling In- Today
juries' will play
a large factor JMU at Howard
4 p.m.
in
upcoming
Howard
games as standUniversity
out junior midfielder Mark Totten has been sidelined with a pulled quad. Junior
midfielder Frankie D'Agostino will

Men's
Soccer

Forward Kyle
Morsink gets the
better part of the
deal between
himself and an
opposing keeper.

also see limited playing time after
suffering a concussion in the 1-0
loss to No. 1 ranked University of
New Mexico this past Sunday.
"These two injuries really hurt
us because both of these individuals are very good at breaking
the other teams down,'' Martin
said. "However, what 1 am seeing
is other individuals stepping up
and we are beginning to develop
quality depth as a team."
The Dukes came out of the
New Mexico Tournament with a
2-0 win over a previously undefeated Butler University. The first goal
see SOCCER, page 12

Picking up the Slack
Dukes turn to new receivers in absence of
injured wide outs; Boxley to return
BY MATTHEW STOSS
SPORTS IDTTOX

Ardon Bransford

10-184

LC Bakar

7-118

Chrrs Hawkins

7-108

Dexter Mankvy

7-95

Alvin Banks

7-58

Casime Hams

4-84

Sean Connagnan

4-51

Raymond Hinas

2-11

Marvin Brown

1-9

Senior
wide receiver
Chris Hawkins

*

Freshman
wide receiver
Tommle Lawrence

The JMU football team
is hurting — specifically
wide receivers D.D Boxley and Tahir Hinds.
Boxley, a junior and
the team's leading receiver from a season ago,
has vet to play a down for
the seventh-ranked Dukes in 2005
due a dislocated ankle suffered
in the preseason. Hinds, a senior,
has seen limited action due to an
unspecified knver-leg injury and
may not return at all, |MU coach
Mickey Matthews said at his
Monday press conference. Hinds
didn't dress in JMU's 65-7 nonconference win last Saturday over
Delaware State University.
"I haven't been able to be out
there and help out because I had
my cast on and they wanted me to
keep it elevated," Boxley said.
Whereas Hinds's return has yet
to be determined, Boxley's could
be this season. The King George
native had his cast removed
last Wednesday, and Tuesday was his first day
back at practice since the injury occurred in late
August. During practice, he was pnmarily relegated to watching despite a bit of catch with
minor quarterback Justin Rascab.
"I'm coming back," Boxley said Tuesday
during practice. "I don't know any dates,
but I'm working on it and hopefully
soon.
"1 feel good. I've just been
working in the pool doing rehab. It's just swollen, but it doesn't hurt
that much anymore."
As a result of the munes to the wide-receiving corps, the Dukes
2-1 > have had to press some freshmen into
immediate dutv.
"They have a lot of talent," Boxle\ <-au!
"Thev don't kmm all the plays yet, sometimes
don't know where to line up or what routes to
run. but u the reason goes, they're getting more
comfortable and instead of thinking, they're |ust
pb) Ing N>otbal1."
loinmie lawrence (M, 180-lbs ) out of
( henpeakf and local product, 5-10, 180lb.. Patrick Ward trom Harnsonburg
High School both came in intending
/ toredshirt, but because of the injuries
to Boxley and Hinds, have been forced
to play s(x>ner than expected.

Dukes
place at
Towson
Madison takes
third in first
tournament

2005 Receiving
Receptions/Yards

22, 2005110

FILL PHOTO

Dukes prepare for CAA
Howard last
tune-up before
CAA play

SEPT.

'They ask good questions
and are very good athletes,"
Matthews said of his freshmen
wide outs. "They are helping us a
lot. Their play is going to be solid and they're very conscientious.
They all want to do well, but the guys an?
going to make rookie mistakes."
In three games thus far, neither I -m
rence nor Ward has caught a pass, but Matthews said after the season opener that he
wanted to get Lawrence more involved
in the offense, and in the Delaware State
game. Ward was mostly limited to blocking assignments.
"I came in here thinking I was going to redshirt," Lawrence said. "|The game| is faster and so
much is listening and learning what to do on the
field and learning not to second guess yourself."
One freshman that did get to redshirt is Dexter
Manley, who sat out last year but is currently bed for
second on the team in receptions this season with
seven for 95 yards. Manley is averaging 13.6 yards
per catch and has reeled in three touchdowns.
'There is more pressure and they expect
more out of me because I've been here a year and
know the system," Manley said.
Another newbie who has seen an increase in playing time in the absence
of Boxley and Hinds is North
Carolina State transfer Chris
Hawkins. Hawkins, a 6-3, 190th senior has caught seven balls
for 108 yards and is averaging
15.4 yards a catch.
"Being that those
great
players
went
down, I wanted step up
because they gave 100
percent and I need to
too," Hawkins said. Tahir is working hard to
get back, and so is D.D."
In the absence of
Boxley and Hinds, Rascab
has found a new favorite target in
junior Ardon Bransford, who thus
far is the team's leading reciever,
catching HI balls for 184 yards, including six receptions and 132 yards
agaiast Delaware State. Bransford also
has three touchdowns.
"He runs the best routes out of all the
receivers," Matthews said of Bransford. "The
only thing is he needs to take the confidence he
has in pracbee into games. And the more we go
to him, the more confidence he'll have."
The Dukes have a bye week this weekend before returning to action Oct. 1 when they open up
toe Atlantic 10 portion of their schedule at I (otstra
University.

Redshirt freshman
wide receiver
Dexter Manley

MYERSVILLE, Md. — In
its first tournament of the 2005'06 season, the JMU men's golf
team took third in the Towson
Fall Invitational Monday.
As a team, the Dukes shot
a two-round five-over par 581,
which placed them two strokes
behind George Mason University and
12 back of
Campbell
University, who
took first
overall.
Individually,
Madison
was
led
by sophomore Scott M«r1ltO
Marino, who tied for fifth overall
at thrve-under, which included
a first-round 68. For his second
round, Marino shot a 73.
Campbell's Fredrik Sundberg took first with an eightunder par.
Next up for the Dukes was
senior Jay Lindell, who transferred from St. Bonaventure
University before last year,
tied for ninth in the Invitational, shoobng a one-underl43.
Senior Joe Scheffres, after
nearly qualifying for the U.S.
Amateur tournament tied for
16th with
a two-over
146
and
freshman
Reagan Mc- Monday
Neer
finCampball 588 (-7)
ished bed
GMU
579 (*3|
for
48th
JMU
581 <*5)
with a pair
Towaon 583 (»7)
of 77s in his
first-ever collegiate start.
JMU is next in action Oct.
3 and 4 at the |oe Agee Invitational in Williamsburg.

Men's
Golf

Scott Marino, 5th. 68-73
- 143 (-3), Jay Lindell t-9th,
72-71 — 143 (-1), Reagan McNeer t-48th 77-77 — 154 (♦10),
Michael Chupka, t-50th, 81-74
— 155<+11).
— from staff reports
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Madison to host Blue Devils of Duke Sunday
Dukes return home
forCAA/ACC
matchup Sunday
to fAMn

IKWIS
KNKM IVK/7TR

For Antoinette Lucas and the |MU
held hockey program, home isn't |usl
■weet ',s tactual
After playing four consecutive
v.imes on the road — a stretch that
took the Dukes to North Carolina,
Michigan and Charlottesvilie — JMU
hosled its first game in three weeks
Wednesday night against the University of Richmond Spiders.
But tamilianl\ isn't the only reason the Dukes look forward to their
homecoming. Through three games,
no venue has provided home-held
advantage bttttl than the JMU Field
Hockey Complex Tht Dukes CMM
mto their game with Richmond with a
3-0 home record. They had outscored
'

f

thfU opponents 9-0 in Marrisonburg.
"I don't think we've really thought
about it," Lucas said of her team's success at home. "We've played well lure
I didn't realize it had been that long
since our last hctme game. It's good to
be back "
And not |ust because of their success at home. In (Ml M.isi lour games,
the Dukes went into overtime twice
and lost three one-goal games. But
in doing so, they also held their own
against two top-10 programs — losing
to No. 3 the University of North Carolina 1-0 and No. 6 Michigan State 3-2
— and took instate rival the I niversitv ol Virginia down to the wire before
losing 4-3 in overtime.
"We definitely teamed that not only
can we compete with the best teams in
the nation, but we are one of the best
in the nation," senior goalkeeper I .on
Amico said. "I think before we played
thOM games we thought we were up
therr, but we didn't know (or sunNow we do."
At 4-3 overall heading into the
Richmond game, JMU's record doesn't

suggest that of a national power, but
I ucas points to other numbers that
do. The Dukes have scored twice as
many goals as their opponents. They
have taken twice as many shots and
the defense, anchored by Amico, has
allowed only two goals in the first half
all season.
"I think we're right where we want
to be," Lucas said. "Obviously we
wanted to break
through in one of
those games we
lost, but we're that
close. Were get- Sunday
bng into overtime
Duke at JMU
against the top
1 p.m
teams on the road, JMU Field Hockey
so it s Loming."
Complex
Part ol that
breakthrough might already have
happened. After scoring 26 goals in
20 games in 2004, the Dukes already
have 18 goals through seven games
in 2005. And it's not coming from one
source Light plaverv have goals led
by junior midfielder Baillie Versfeld's
team-high five.

Field
Hockey

i

"I think the offense is doing real
well," freshman midfielder Lauren
Walls said. "Working with Baillie is
awesome. It's fun to play with her because she's such an amazing player."
Walls is no slouch herself. She has
three goals and an assist. Her sister
Ashley has three goals and three assists. Their sister Melissa has a goal.
In total, the tnplets have combined
for nearly 45 percent of JMU's total
points. And Lucas said JMU's success
on offense and defense is working to
build confidence.
"This is the best group I've seen
and we have a lot of depth," Lucas
said. "If you look at what we're doing
on attack, wen- even from half to half.
We're a fit team and our defense has
been very stingy."
The Duke» will need all three Sunday when they host the No. 5 Duke
University Blue Devils, but as for the
big picture, Amico said the real test
is getting everything settled for the
Colonial Athletic Association opener
Sept. 30 against Old Dominion University.

"A win would be nice, but overall we want
to focus on developing how our team attacks
and defends as a unit" Amico said. "We need
to work on the simple things and make sure we
have them down 100 percent when the CAA
schedule opens."

H1J Plioro
The Dukes are 4-3 this season and at one
point ranked 15th In the country.

CLASSIFIED
For Rent

For Sale

v,l, Kid,. Applications
V- ,i!:,i.l. NOW!

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT Avalon IWI FORD EXPLORER White.
Woods II - Townhouse for rail • i hdnns. 4-dr. Runs great, looks great 184k.
I 1/2 bMhs. washer 4 dryer, rfctk 1950 New clutch 2004 Original owner Must
1
Immediate occupancy Call 476-1674 sell $1400. Sean. (619) 318-4373
HOUSEMATE
WANTED
Mature
student or staff wanted to share
lownhousc with male grad and two cats.
15 mm walk JMII 2 BR. 2 BA. DR.
w D. patio, dishwasher. IJ50/ month
• $175 deposit Available immediately.
I mail August la' mulMahiimu cju

SMALL ANIMAL CAOE LARGE
cage- brand new- great for ferrets,
g-pigs, or rabbits. $6SCall(240)393-l764
SET MCAT STUDY GUIDES 3 Kaplan
Review books new (304) 667-1241

TAXI COMPANY FOR SALE Call
BIO HOUSE FOR RENT Newly painted/ Marty. 435-7433, leave ■ minimi.
renovated 4 bed. 2 bath. Big kitchen, full
SIM washer / dryer. Nice yard, close TI-83 PLUS Graphing Calculator. Like
walk to JMU. Quiet neighbors. Only new w box $60 Call (540) 908-8963
SI200 per month
(540) 246-6700

Help Wanted

TOWN HOUSE Nice 3 bed. 2.5 both
hull kitchen, full size washer / dryer. A/
C. Close walk to JMU. Quiet neighbors
Only MOO per month (540) 246-6700
I ROOMMATE WANTED to share a
nice 3 bed. 2.5 bath townhouse w/ full
kitchen, full si/e washer' dryer. A/C close
walk to JMU with onl> I other person

Interested in scrvini as an
ambassador lo the JMU Community''
SafcRules may be the perfect
organization for vouM Help us provide
a safer community by providing free
ndes to JMU students on Friday and
Saturday nights Check nut the
*cl»Mlc lor more details'
SafeRidei
hup '/orgsjmu etlu/tjitenoVs
APPLICATIONS DL'E September Mill

BARTENDING! $2507day potential
No experience necessary Training
provided (800) 965-6520 Ext 212

HI SPONSIVI:
MANAtil Ml Nl
( m. u rcspontiYcmanigemcnt cam), a
wildlife' rututjl rnuurcc research firm is
hiring polite, professional, reliable people
(o conduct telephone research surveys (no
sales) Part-lime evening hours: SundaySaturday , schedule varies based on project
needs. Apply at 130 I rink I in Street.

PAID
CAMPAIGN
POM I IONS
w/ Young Democrats Virginia Alliance. If
we want our elected leaden to fight for
WE PAY UP TO $75 per survey. our values and our future, then we need to
www.GelPtidToTh:nk com get uur peers to the polls on November 8
to vole for Democrats in record numbers
Paid campaign positions available
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IMMMi MKMIIS is hiring for
locations across campus
Download
application at tmsv/rnu edit dmmg and
return lo Gibbons entrance 7. Starting
pay $6.25, promotions up to $9 75
Rcxihlc scheduling! Meet new people!
GET PAID TO THINK' Make S75 taking
online surveys www aahtospend com
IIKI.NPAKr V1SOI I WINS looking for
in-home help during the week. Mornings
or early afternoons are best Walking
distance from campus on Franklin
Street Call for details (5401 574-4025
DISHWASHERS WANTED Flexible
hours,evcnings only, competitive pay, good
benefits, fun work environment Apply in
person at Joshua Wilton House. 412 S.
Main Si, Harrisonburg (540) 434-4464

Wanted
WAN 11 I' Dl PI NDAHI I-..CR1AMV1;
students lo provide child care for
area families. Pan time one to
two days a week. Non-smoking a
must.
I--mail
JbuckkyOUticccan
at
ChildCare
Connection.

Travel

LIFEGUARDS WANTM)
Wcsiover Swimming Pool in
Harrisonburg
Competitive «ages. Lvening & weekend
hours Applications accepted until positions
are rilled.
(540)434-0571 fot informalion
WANTED NUDE MODELS for art
classes. $9/hr. No experience necessary
Part-lime work Models are needed for
art classes on Monday /Wednesday, 10.45
am. lo 2:15 p.m.. Tuesday/Thursday
1 :)0 p.m. to 500 p m and al other times
If you are interested or would like more
nformalion. contact David Bascom
at 476-2337 or twcomttt(ajjmu.cdu

1AHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CELEBRITY
CRUISE!
5
Days
rum $299!
Includes meals, taxes.
entry to exclusive MTV events, beach
parties with celebrities. As seen
an
Real
World,
Road
Rules!
On
campus
reps
needed'
►.MM SpnngBrrakTnnrlcvfn 1-800-678-6386
:ANCIJN. ACAPtrLco. JAMAICA
from $499!
Travel with America's
argest * ethics award-winning spring
break company! Ely scheduled airlines.
free meals, beverages, biggest MfaMt)
parties! On-carnpus marketing reps
.ceded'
www SpnnpBrvakTmelcom
1-800-678-6386
(919)
968-8R87

Spring Breakers

MODELS
Exotic,
lingerie
body
shots only. Will pay cash 820-7272
PLAY THE CELLO? 1 want to team
how lo play the cello. All 1 really need
are
the
basics
shatliiayu jmu cdt

Book early ft save'
Lowest prices, honest Q^eUnafcnal
Book 15 = 2 Free Trips or CMh
Free Metis ft Parse* by 11*7
Highest Commission Best Travel Perks

Services

«'« " »uiunlii<htiiur • • nm
BM-.ift77IH

RIDING LESSONS boarding, shooing
Mill (reck Farm 234-9781 or 42I-5W4
TAXI
VAN TRANSPORTS Large
groups. Call Marty 435-RIDE weekends

SPRING BREAK 2006 wilh Sludent
Travel Services lo lamaka. Mexico.
Bahamas and Florida. Are you connected''
Sell trips, earn cash & travel free* Call
for group discounts. Info/ Reservations

rocktown yarns
■

Sat. Sept. 24
JMU Student Sale
20 % off with JAC Card
rues.-Fri. 11-6, Sat. 11-3

115 West Water Street
Downtown F larrisonburg!

! Heidi I-antz-Trissel, owner

540/437-0411
S>^£^^V5^sVV»^sNNS^^^*?-?-N'f^"J^'S

Wtogh $»? S?*
Full Service Solion

www.tanglesdayspa.netfirms.com

'Back to School Specials
li.v.f I

* 'Haircuts
* i "Hour "Massage

tit >v
t40 oo

* I,' /.HI StSSiOUS

H5 CHI

* \i,im 'Teai Combo

Ijttuw

COLDPLAY
TWISTED LOGIC TOUR

Wafc-1ns WeCcome

P-iL.0 hi.LEV

S2D

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

12WN

SPECIAL GUEST

•Att'Body Waxing 5lvai(a6u;!|
'Aft'Body Wraps and Scrubs]
10% off Witr\j<AC Card.

432-5544
Located above Dairy Queen
810 Port Republic Rd. Suite
Harrisonburg VA 22801

TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE!

HCKETS
meattrOuWs charge

Oft cM(7S/> 368-3000
*".*.•."*!*. ?W1 Prai«r<W By C*er Door Coneerti

How WILL YOU
LAND A JOB? j

_pw Prices af

JMU and AACD

FALL 2005 CAREER FAIR
Monday, September 26, 2005
2-6pm
<i

Festival Conference and
Student Center Grand Ballroom
(Formerly College
Center Ballroom)

Featuring Ftall-Time,
Part-Time and Internship
Opportunities!
AH Majors Welcome!

68ri*f tfofm tfQfair ®JXUM
and°dnsj TSnfemu^l
^r^boHetrnkand^disamr
(Jab (BffortwtiOes!

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best Fo_
°

China Express \

t Free Delivery (540) 568-9899 <
■?

A<~*~An*A,j
u. ci*w
Flex Accepted

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat

Ik Best tte Combo
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beel or Shrimp Chow Mein
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
' SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
1
SC7 Hunan Chicken
$8.00 minimum
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
(limited area and JMU)
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
$10.00 minimum
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
(limited area over 1 mile)
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
> SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
■ SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
■SC15 Hunan Beel
SCt 6 Pepper Steak
SCI7 Beet with Broccoli
' SC18 Szechuan Beel
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
■ SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beet, or Shrimp Lo Meln
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

FREE DELIVERY

oniy^fy

All come with

Vegetable Lo Mein
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice

and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop.
or Hot and Sour

* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

KATRINA DRIVE DONATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR
ASSIGNMENT : BACKPACK

until 2am o<

Try Our Chef Specials

$7.45

(servedwrtti Plan Fried or Steamed Reel

A PROGRAM ADMINISTERED BY THE JMU DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
DESIGNED TO ASSIST WITH HURRICANE KATRINA RELIEF.
FOR MORE INFORMATION GO TO
HTTP://WWW.CISAT.JMU.EDU/BACKPACK/INDEX.HTML
AND FIND OUT MORE ABOUT HOW THIS PROGRAM IS HELPING CHILD
SURVIVORS OF HURRICANE KATRINA.

Bourbon Chicken

Lemon Chicken

Amazing Chicken

BEHEsngas m i amasz
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Dukes
put out
Flames

SOCCER: JMU
opens CAA play

W1LUAMSBURG — The
JMU women's volleyball team dei .iii'd 1 Lbttty I niviTsityinaclose
■M match Monday in the
I writer.
The Dukes beat the Flames 3-2.
I Vspte being down 2-1, the Dukes
.ihle to pull themselves to■ 11 h«T and take the final two games
i the five game contest
Sntor setter Krysta Cannon
had a match-high 47 assists and
six digs. Sophomore hbero Jen
m had a match-high 22 digs.
|MU improved to8-3on the seaH«n and coach Disa Gardner notched
lier 91st career win.
The Dukes continue Colonial
\thletic Association play this week■ nd when thev host the University
i >t North Carolina-Wilmington and
tkvrgia State.

CAA, from page 20
came from a header in the 58th
minute from junior midfielder
Kurt Morsink off a pass from his
brother, freshman forward Kyle
Morsink. The second goal came
in the 78th minute from junior
forward )on Britton.
The 1-0 loss to New Mexico
showcased a tough defensive
effort from the Dukes, which
earned Kurt Morsink and senior defender Danny Sheridan a
spot on the all-toumamcnt team.
However, it didn't make up for
the Dukes' lack of offense.
"Bottom line is we need to
score goals," Martin said. "Our
attacking players need to rttp
up and put the ball in the net.
Tney need to be productive if
we are going to improve."
JMLvs schedule opens conference play on the road against

— from staff reports

Moran named
CAA runner
of the week

AMPS, DRUMS,

PA

AND MORE...

wvw.homtlowniniisic.nel

GUITAR BARGAINS
banez Artwood Solid Top Acoustic-Electric
List $499. Sal* $240 -One Only'
banez PF-senes Acoustic-Electnc
List $399. Sale $180 -One Only!
I banez Electric Package
Only $199
Ibanez Acoustic Packages
From $99
Austin Electric Guitar & Amp Sale $149

luniorC.W. Moran of the JMU
men's cross country team HM
named CAA runner of the week
\ iMerday.

-VL

-YX.

Jd.

VT

VI

LSU

ISU

Tenn.

LSU

LSU

Ohio Stale

Ohio Stale

Ohio State

Ohio State

Ohio Slate

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Tnnn ® LSU
Iowa @ Ohio State
Louisville @ S. Florida

NFL
New England @ Pittsburgh!

lowson University Sept 30 before
returning to host George Mason
University on Oct 2. Then ifs back
to the road the following weekend
as the team
(art-. awv
ference foes
Georgia
State University and
University
of
North
C "arohnaWilmington.
"1 think
that we have
to continue to improve each game,"
Mufn said. "We have not played
our best yet We need to take it one
game at a time and play hard for 9(1
minutes each game, because that's
what its going to take to get where
we're Irving to go."

Hometown Music
GuitdRS.

NCAA

aiikehavT

m

Oakland @ Philly
Kansas City @ Denver
Tampa Bay @ Green Bay

WVTBALL

PICKS
OF

rue

W££K
Season'I ni.il.
Win PerasntuBw

Philly

Philly

Philly

Philly

Philly

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas Cny

Kansas City

Kansas City

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Tampa Bay

Tampa Bay

Tampa Bay

Captain
13-11
.S42

Grasshopper
1202
500

Night Tram
12-12
.500

Well, Nathan was the only one who picked the Skins over Dallas. Figures. He's going with Green Bay this weekend,
the rest of us went with the other Bay Alex is going with the Vols We'll see. but in the meantime . go Steeters -Meagan

♦FREE*
^STOVE
& VIDEO
Route 33 East
Harrisonburg

433-9181

4 night rental
one per customer

I
I
/

Free Membership
Over 1,000 Movies
DVDs, VHS, XBOX&PS2 games

(next to Wendy's)

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENTWASH AT A PROFESSIONA

QmmMmam
in 25 minutes and 3114 seconds. He
mm the race by 18 seconds.

10 *

MM i KM • 4544159
10-5 bratwvi

HMHIAMI,

1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 SMamSt(RT11 South)
1926 Deyerle Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market St (RT33 West)

RT Computer Systems
Computer Systems, Parts Penphera s and Services
Harrisonburg't Favorite Computer Storel

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com

Your One-Stop Computer Solution
Quality Brands at Low Prices; Expert Advice from a Knowledgeable Start
Expert Computer Upgrades & Repair Service

d^>*

Services may vary by location

LESSON #2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY7

STUDENT, FACULTY & STAFF DISCOUNT
with proper ID (Labor only)

T&G)

The card is FREE
Every 6°' wash is free
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID)
See attendant or on the web at www miraclewashcard com

(540) 442-7335
Hours: Monday-Fnday 9am- 6pm Saturday 10am-5pm
P\ 33 m iho Kiogor Shopping Cents'. Next lo Plan 9 Music

LESSON *3. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PL A Y!

Sten Financial Group, Lie.

J?

rsurance. nvestmerts. nsgt
448 Viking Drive, Suit* 350
Virginia Beach, VA 23452

Great Careers
Begin Here

Stein Financial Group, LLC is a comprehensive financial services firm committed to
helping you improve your long-term financial success. Our customized programs are
designed to grow, protect, and conserve your wealth by delivering an unprecedented
level of personalized service and expertise. We have been best of the Beach for nine
years in a row and have just finished our 50th year in Hampton Roads.

Stein Financial Group. LLC has great success bringing recent college graduates in to
the Financial Services Profession. We have an entire department specifically dedicated
to the needs of selected qualifying graduates. You can be considered for our graduate
program beginning January 2006, if you act quickly by pursuing an interview with us.
Please be sure to meet us at the Career Fair on September 26,2005. We look
forward to discussing our exciting career opportunity with you.

For additional Information contact:
Gary Brudner, CLF
Office: 757.498.5700
Fax: 757.498.6987
www.steinfi.com

0

GMa u& a tru), S
540-438-9557
v^oa vjjfll racogoteo tt)a drffaroocos.
1433 S. Main St.

The Guardian lite Insurance Company CM America (Guardian),
Nev.Votk.NY

(next to 7-eIeven,
across from Rite Aid)

\A)cilk-fr)5 \J)©ICOK©1
Hours:
Mon-Sat 9am-8pm
Sun 12prn-5pm

Srpocfals
Full Set

$20.00 +

Fill-in

$13.00 +

Pedicure

$18.00 +

Manicure

$10.00 •

Change Color

$5.00 +

Airbrush

$5.00 +

Hand Designs

$5.00 +

Eyebrow Wax

$7.00

Leg Wax

$25.00

Bikini Wax

$15.00

'CrjCArrr-T,

TrTN

i n-TTT

?rn/r p/.i-i'jMra
GREAT PLAC!
I Apartments

T-iruu-

rve Your / prrrlTrrrrrrT: fcr \\nv1: frit-tx

jtii Avenue

iJonn/c/'.rr.n/nT.fnnrtrr
i bedroom

MiMire: Tf**itrv+rWrv f f-rr rrtiirtfrv :r,r -2P

•Activation/ Maintenance Fee lequiiad

Ron Turner, I

Wrtrrrrnn»-r?!r'.l.r.r.

